
NATO CORE TEAM
Ref # GEO-00-04 NATO Core Team Deputy for Maritime Domain
Rank: OF 5 - OF 4 or equivalent
Duty Location: Tbilisi, Georgia
Service: Navy (Coast Guard)

Post Context:
The SNGP was endorsed by NATO Heads of State and Government at the Wales Summit in 
September 2014. It focuses on defence capacity building, training, exercises, increasing 
liaison, and enhanced interoperability between Georgia and NATO and NATO Allies. In April 
2019, Allies decided to establish this additional position in order to increase NATO’s support 
to Georgia in the maritime domain.

The NATO Core Team for SNGP is the NATO point of contact and agent in Georgia
responsible for coordinating SNGP-related activities, monitoring progress, and reporting on 
achievements and obstacles in advancing the SNGP Initiatives.

Reporting Lines:
- Reports to the NATO Core Team Leader.

Principal Duties:
- Ensures close cooperation of efforts between the NATO Core Team for SNGP, the
Ministry of Internal Affairs (specifically, the Georgian Coast Guard), and the Ministry of 
Defence.
- Supports and closely coordinates all maritime activities and issues with the SNGP Maritime 
Security Initiative Leader and maintains interaction with other SNGP initiatives and individual 
VNCs supporting the SNGP Maritime Security initiative.
- Supports the implementation of the maritime related programmes and initiatives,
notably the SNGP maritime initiative, Georgia’s proposals to support Black Sea Security and 
the proposed ideas for additional support.
- Performs additional duties assigned by the Core Team leader.

Essential qualifications:
- Experience in senior national MoD/Navy and/or Coast Guard positions.
- Experience working in an international environment.
- English language profile SLP 3/3/3/3.

Desirable qualifications:
- Having served in one of NATO’s headquarters.
- Defence planning experience (national level, bilateral, and/or NATO).
- Basic understanding of the doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and
education, personnel, facilities, and interoperability (DOTMLPF-I) process.
- Multinational environment experience.
- Experience in defence capacity building.
- Interagency coordination experience at the national level.

Remarks:
- Security Clearance: NATO SECRET
- The incumbent would be required to (frequently) attend activities meetings outside the 
capital of Georgia. The contributing Nation bears all costs related to the visits or stay of its 
expert.


